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Teen Dallas Caroline of Santa Rosa wows
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Going
from
rail to
trail
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Growers waiting
on local agencies

Counsel subpoenas
president’s organization,
demanding documents

Path would run from
Marin to Humboldt
counties, abolish agency

By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT
AND MAGGIE HABERMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

State Sen. Mike McGuire is
proposing to reorganize management of the North Coast’s
railroad system aimed at enabling people to walk — not
ride — along a trail from San
Francisco Bay to Humboldt Bay,
including the spectacular Eel
River Canyon in Mendocino and
Humboldt counties.
“It’s
a
once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity,” said McGuire,
D-Healdsburg,
to create a
“ wo rl d - c l a s s
experience in
our own backyard.”
Caryl Hart,
a former Sonoma
County
parks director,
Mike
joined McGuire
McGuire
in hailing the
“It’s a onceproposed trail
in-a-lifetime
as an opportuopportunity,”
nity to traverse
said McGuire,
coastal
D-Healdsburg, to the
redwoods from
create a “worldCloverdale to
class experience
Arcata.
in our own
“It’s
a
backyard.”
dream,”
she
said likening the trail along the
tracks to the Pacific Crest Trail
through the Sierra Nevada and
giving the local area an economic boost in the process. “I really
think it has the potential to be a
bedrock of the economy of the
North Coast.”
Freight train operations between Napa and Windsor will
continue and possibly expand
into Mendocino County but are
unlikely to ever run farther
north than Willits because of
the formidable cost of restoring
the rail line through the canyon,
which runs for about 50 miles
north of Dos Rios, where the
Main and Middle forks of the
Eel River converge.
The canyon is a wild, remote
place with few public access
points, rich in wildlife, with
an officially designated wild
and scenic river flowing by a
slide-damaged railroad and collapsed tunnels.
The southern leg of the trail
would run along the North Bay
commuter rail line that began
passenger service last year and
intends to ultimately run from
Larkspur to Cloverdale.
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Mueller
targets
Trump
assets

JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Kelly Overton was brought on as Mendocino County’s cannabis program manager.

Hundreds of cultivators are waiting for their key to
legality — but the process has been painfully slow
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

ome cannabis growers are already germinating seeds in preparation for the outdoor
planting season in Mendocino County, but
a backlog in county permits is creating uncertainty about how many of those seeds will
flourish into marijuana products sold legally in
California.
Over the past 10 months, about 850 people
have applied for permission to grow cannabis in
the county. Only 100 have so far been approved
— 0.01 percent of the estimated 10,000 growers

in the county. Legal or not, they are nevertheless central to the region’s economy.
The county has hired a consultant from
Southern California, Kelly Overton, and given
him the title of cannabis program manager, to
oversee an overhaul of its systems for reviewing, rejecting and approving cannabis business
applications. Officials have given him a directive: Give more applicants permission to grow.
“We’re really unhappy with the lack of
permits being approved,” Mendocino County
Executive Officer Carmel Angelo said. “This
TURN TO PERMITS » PAGE A2

“Do we want a near-term future of shuttered buildings,
dollar stores and plasma sites? Or do we want viable
communities with sustainable businesses?”
KELLY OVERTON, Mendocino County cannabis program manager

WASHINGTON — The special
counsel, Robert Mueller, has
subpoenaed the Trump Organization in recent weeks to turn
over documents, including some
related to Russia, according to
two people briefed on the matter.
The order is the first known instance of the special counsel demanding records directly related
to President Donald Trump’s
businesses, bringing the investigation closer to the president.
The breadth of the subpoena
to the company
— an umbrella
organization
that
encompasses Trump’s
business ventures — was
not clear. Mueller ordered the
Trump Organization to hand Robert
over records re- Mueller
lated to Russia
and other topics INSIDE
he is investigat- ■ Trump
ing, the people administration
said.
imposes new
The subpoe- sanctions
na is the latest on Russian
indication that government
the
investiga- hackers and spy
tion,
which agencies / B1
Trump’s
law■ NRA lawyer
yers once regsaid to have had
ularly assured
concerns about
him would be
group’s ties to
completed
by
Russia / A13
now, will continue for at least several more
months. Word of the subpoena
came as Mueller appears to be
broadening his inquiry to examine the role foreign money may
have played in funding Trump’s
political activities. In recent
weeks, Mueller’s investigators
have questioned witnesses, including an adviser to the United
Arab Emirates, about the flow of
Emirati money into the United
States.
Mueller has already indicted
13 Russians and three companies accused of meddling in the
2016 presidential campaign, and
on Thursday, the Trump administration included them in
sanctions it leveled at Moscow
as punishment for interference
in the campaign and “malicious
cyberattacks.”
The Trump Organization has
typically complied with requests
TURN TO SUBPOENA » PAGE A13

Housing solution? 8-story apartments
Bill would let state
override cities to lower
emissions, create homes
By CONOR DOUGHERTY
AND BRAD PLUMER
NEW YORK TIMES

SAN FRANCISCO — It’s an
audacious proposal to get Californians out of their cars: a bill
in the Legislature that would
allow eight-story buildings near
major transit stops, even if local
communities object.
The idea is to foster taller,
more compact residential neighborhoods that wean people from
long, gas-guzzling commutes,
reducing greenhouse gas emis-

sions. So it was surprising to
see the Sierra Club among the
bill’s opponents, since its policy
proposals call for communities
to be “revitalized or retrofitted”
to achieve precisely those environmental goals. The California chapter described the bill as
“heavy-handed,” saying it could
cause a backlash against public
transit and lead to the displacement of low-income residents
from existing housing.
State Sen. Scott Wiener, the
bill’s sponsor, responded by accusing the group of “advocating
for low-density sprawl.”
In a state where debates often
involve shades of blue, it’s not
TURN TO DENSITY » PAGE A11
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Construction adjacent to an Oakland transit station will create almost 400
units of housing. Taller buildings could be coming along the rapid-transit
line if the Legislature approves overriding local zoning restrictions.

